ART. VII - St. John's Well and Chapel, Skelsmergh: their location and present condition
By BLAKE TYSON, B.Sc., PH.D.

M

ANY references in early volumes of these Transactions refer to Cumbria's holy
wells, some of which had probably been used originally for the pagan worship
of water, which also played an important part in their rituals.' In 1893, R. C. Hope
drew attention to customs such as well-dressing which he claimed was a survival of
the practice of making floral offerings to placate water spirits. He also wrote that
heathen Norsemen sprinkled new-born babies with water in a ceremony called vatni
ausa (the scoop for water) 2 and he reported wells dedicated to Norse gods; Woden
(at Wanswell, Glos.) and Thor (at Burnsall, Yorks.).' Thus, it might be expected
that a major function of christianised wells would be baptism to help displace earlier
pagan beliefs. Dedicating the well to a saint might also have helped in the conversion
process.
The manner in which this was perhaps achieved appears to be contained in advice
directed by Pope Gregory to Bishop Augustine in the seventh century. He believed
"that the temples of the idols in England should not on any account be destroyed"
but Augustine was to smash the idols, sprinkle the temples with holy water and set
up altars in them to enclose holy relics. "We ought to take advantage of well-built
temples by purifying them from devil-worship" and re-dedicating them. In this way
he hoped that "the people (seeing their temples are not destroyed) will leave their
idolatry and yet continue to frequent the places as formerly, so coming to know and
revere the true God". 4
Eventually churches were built near many of the wells though too often the old
literature does not sufficiently define the degree of nearness. At Aspatria the well was
"at the church", while at Caldbeck, Greystoke, Irthington, Melmerby, Mungrisdale
and elsewhere it was just "near the church". At St. Bees it was "near the site of St.
Michael's chapel at Chapel How", apparently over 150 yards from the chapel. At
Brampton the well was "in the churchyard", at Kirkandrews-on-Eden it was "in the
churchyard [and was] supposed to have been used for baptisms", while at Castle
Sowerby it was "in the vicarage garden". 5 To overcome such vagueness, uncover
fresh evidence, correct errors, and report on the present condition of the county's
holy wells, J. Taylor Page checked the literary sources, studied the topography of
each site, and dowsed for evidence of hidden springs and watercourses.' He deduced
that roughly half of the Anglican churches with Catholic origins stood above springs
"always in the earliest part of the building on the original site of the first church or at
the junction of the chancel and nave of the earlier ruins if they are nearby". In other
cases he identified a well nearby.'
Whether saints actually preached at the sites dedicated to their name or whether
the dedication arose from a cult revival is open to question.' However, for purely
practical reasons it would have been advantageous to preach at wells because, in
outlying areas without markets, the local sources of clean water probably attracted
more people more often than other sites. This article will concentrate on just one
site where a ruined chapel was seen to have been built directly over a stream, within
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five yards of its source. Such clear examples are rare but this one was missed by
Taylor Page and, apparently, all earlier commentators except for Revd Thomas
Machell who saw its ruins in 1692 (Fig. 1). 9

Some False Impressions
Comments in these Transactions referring to St. John's well and chapel at
Skelsmergh, two miles north of Kendal, can be shown to be misleading. In 1883 an
excursion report about Skelsmergh Hall claimed that "a burial place at one time
existed here" and then, by paraphrasing Nicolson and Burn's version of Machell's
words,' declared that a chapel, with a stream running through it, had stood there.
The report then stated that "No trace of the chapel or its foundations now remains,
and it would appear that soon after changing owners and coming into the hands of
Mr Crowle extensive repairs and alterations were made", as if these were responsible
for its demise. The Dallam estate papers show that Thomas Crowle of Whittington,
Lancs. paid £2,520 for the Skelsmergh and Cunswick estates in 1721 after John
Leyburne forfeited them for his part in the 1715 rebellion. In 1724, Crowle sold
Skelsmergh to Daniel Wilson of Dallam Tower for £1,821." If the chapel had been
repaired by Crowle during his three-year ownership it ought to have survived for 160
years. As it did not, his repairs were probably confined to the Hall and could have
used stones from an old chapel or other buildings." In 1884 Edmund Venables studied church dedications. In a list of parishes in
Carlisle diocese he noted "Skelsmergh, W[estmorland] (Rebuilt after being long
ruined), St. John Baptist"." If he was not misled by the 1883 report, he
misinterpreted the entirely new building of Skelsmergh church on a fresh site in
1871, at a cost of £1,378 10s., 14 for supposed repairs to the ancient chapel. An
article on lost churches in 1899 recorded only that "There was a chapel of St. John
the Baptist at Skelsmergh" but it did not test the truth of the earlier remarks. 15 J. H.
Palmer's book on old Westmorland farmhouses relied heavily on the 1883 report
and repeated its errors, including 1680 as a (wrong) date of Machell's visit. 16 Palmer
declared: "A chapel dedicated to St. John the Baptist and a burial ground were
formerly near the dam behind the farm" at Skelsmergh Hall. He gave no evidence to
justify his claim, reworked Nicolson and Burn's version of Machell's remarks and
concluded: "There is, however, nothing remaining today".
In 1997, a visit to Skelsmergh Hall easily located the dam behind the house. It is
large enough to have supplied power for occasional corn milling for the former
manor house. The dam itself is now breached, but the area behind is boggy and
overgrown. There is no surface inflow. The water appears to come underground
from Skelsmergh Tarn, half-a-mile to the north, to a tank which now supplies
drinking water to the Hall, farm, and some nearby properties. As reported, there is
no trace of a chapel or burial ground. This is not surprising, for the site in no way
matches the details of Machell's 1692 observations which will be examined shortly.
This suggests that both the 1883 report and Palmer were wrong to suppose that St.
John's chapel was so near to Skelsmergh Hall and that neither writer actually
checked Machell's own words against the site.
The errors were compounded in 1986 when the Sites and Monuments Record
(no. 4049) put the chapel site at SD 531 964 on the northern edge of Chester Hag
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wood beside the lane leading from Burton House to Tarnbank 17 (Fig. 2). An
inspection of that site found just three large boulders set in a line as if they had been
part of the foundation of a building, presumably an out-barn serving remote fields.
As that site is also incompatible with Machell's description, an alternative must be
found by following his actual words closely.

Locating St. John's Chapel (Figs. 1 and 2)
Machell's description is in two partly repetitious passages from volume two of his
manuscript notes on the history of Westmorland and Cumberland. 18 The relevant
parts of these can be combined advantageously. Some significant topographical clues
have been highlighted in italics. As he rode south from Selside during the summer of
1692, he "went down the Hill, Crossing the Roade twixt Kendal & Penrith to Skelsmer
chapel Dedicated to ... John Baptist ... It is ... fallne to decay, the walls thereof
only Remanes, But som[e] yet liveing Remember it covered". He noted that St.
John's "well springing at the East fend] of it ... Runs quite Through the chaple into the
Highway which Leads from Garth Row to Kendall ... It was standing about 50 years
agoe and the Rannell of the water was planked over and some seater Remaining in
the Quire, But has not bin used in the memory of man". An informant (Thomas
Gilpin of Skelsmergh Hall, a farmer aged seventy) recalled seeing "The Great Bible
... And an Image of St. John with a Great Long beard". In marginal notes, Machell
added "Raspberrys and maidenhair grow out of the walls" and he noted that, on the
outside, it measured twelve yards long by seven and a half yards broad. Significantly
he drew in the margin a small sketch of the chapel's ruins with the stream running
through (Fig. la). His comments suggest that the chapel was still in use at the start
of the Civil War, but that it may have been neglected for some time previously.
Machell stated: "No House ever Belonged to the chaplane nor [was there any]
chapel yard" for burials. The latter remark directly contradicts those of Parson and
White, 19 the 1883 excursion report, and J. H. Palmer. Machell noted that "the
People neglecting to repair their Chapel repare to the Mother Ch[urch]". 20 He
commented that "The Bellinghams Kept a Court Baron formerly . . . at the
Chappel", 21 but the decay had caused them to be held "at any of the tenants houses.
The Manor House is Skelsmergh hall 1 /4 m[ile] S fouthr of the chapel. 22 Evidence of
the chapel's use for property transactions exists in a deed of 24 February 1585/6 by
which Edward Braban gave up his interest in Hutterbank (Otter Bank) to his brother
Christopher. Two payments of £3 6s. 8d. were to be made at "St. Johns Chappell in
Skelsmergh" at Pentecost and Martinmas and then Edward was to receive 50s. there
every half-year during his life. 23
Although Machell underestimated the distance from the old chapel to Skelsmergh
Hall, 24 his words show that it was north of the Hall (not south of it like the 1871
church, and lay west of the ancient high road to Scotland, on a lesser routeway
leading from Garth Row to Kendal. The Skelsmergh Inclosure Award (1829) shows
that from Otter Bank northwards to beyond Watchgate, the present A6 was a new
alignment to achieve gentler gradients. 2 ' It was built in 1822 with steep new access
roads to Garth Row. 26 The old road passed Otter Bank barn into what is now a large
lay-by, up what has become a private road, to join the narrow road behind
Strawberry Bank. It passed straight over Skelsmergh Fell to High Thorn and
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Gateside hamlet. Access from that part of the road to Garth Row was by way of
"Chapel Road", a four-feet-wide trackway leading directly from Selside. This was
Machell's route. It met "Hollin Root Road" by the former tithe barn 27 whose site at
SD 526 975 is now occupied by Thornleigh, a house built in about 1890-1910. This
detail and the topography suggest that Machell's highway from Garth Row to
Kendal did not join the Kendal-Penrith road until well below Otter Bank.
The 1836 Corn Rent map and schedule for Skelsmergh 28 show two very
significant field names, Chapel Rood (plot 215) part of Red Tree farm in Garth
Row, then owned by John Mount; and Templands (plot 216), a steeply sloping
pasture which became part of Otter Bank farm in 1690. 29 Chapel Rood is a long,
narrow, flat area on the east side of a footpath from near Red Tree to Stocks Mill.
The path has been diverted west of the mill leat to avoid an old ford, which is now
obstructed by an unhinged gate that assists only access to water for animals in
adjacent fields. The old route is shown on the Corn Rent map. It crossed the ford to
a well-defined terrace which runs round the eastern boundary of a flat field until it is
obstructed by a later wall and hedge. Beyond this a well-graded track about six feet
wide, with a man-made cross-section, leads to a narrow gate beside the A6 fifty
yards north of Stocks Mill. Thus, the track avoided the steep rise to Skelsmergh Fell
and was part of the road skirting south-west of it to Strickland Roger via Gurnal
Bridge. It illustrates the narrow, often rough, Cumbrian roads reported by Celia
Fiennes in 1698. 3 °
Close to Chapel Rood and about twenty yards east of the ford, at SD 5305 9708,
the mill stream issues from the bottom of a cliff in a deep, tree-shrouded hollow
eroded into the steeply sloping Templands. It flows west under the boundary wall,
crosses the old road and then turns sharply south towards the mill. The site exactly
matches Machell's topographical clues and is compatible with his sketch of the
chapel. This suggests that the field name was corrupted from "Temp/elands". Plans
of Otter Bank farm dated 1840 and 1895 actually label the site as "St. John's
Well". 31 Mr and Mrs Bowe of Otter Bank know the hollow by that name but were
unaware of the associated chapel. It is about 750 yards north of the SMR's supposed
site (Fig. 2b) .
Site Survey (Fig. 3)

A preliminary survey of the hollow was undertaken in May 1997 to map it and
search for possible remains of the chapel. Along the south side of the stream there
are two short straight lengths of stonework which do not quite line in with each
other. The detail between them is obscured by a large ash tree and undergrowth but
the stones are sufficiently well set to have been part of an old building at least ten
yards long. Most are only a single stone high with some gaps trampled by cattle
seeking water, but in two places they are nearly two feet high. Between the two
lengths of wall a low spread of stones slopes down northwards almost like a ramp
and seems to have been carefully laid. It projects about a yard into the beck and, in
plan, has angles of about 90 degrees at the east end and 45 degrees at the west end.
Assessment of its form is hampered by vegetation. As the wall stones continue to
within three yards of each other, over-stepping the flatter ends of the `ramp', they
probably join under the ash tree (Figs. 3 and 4). The north side of the beck has a
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spread of loose rubble but no clear sign of a wall, probably because of prolonged
erosion.
Interpretation and Discussion (Figs. 1 and 4)

In view of the convincing evidence that this was the location of St. John's chapel, it
seems likely that the stonework was part of that building. If so, and bearing in mind
that Machell drew the chapel straddling the beck, the stones could represent the
inner face of the chapel's underfloor structure on its south side. As the building was
7 1 /2 yards wide, the outer face of the south wall could be from a yard to about five
yards south of the inner face depending on how centrally the chapel was set over the
beck. If Machell's sketch was a good likeness, under two yards would be probable.
As the chapel was twelve yards long, the existing work suggests that only the
thickness of the two gables cannot be accounted for. This might help to fix the
chapel's position along the beck to within fairly narrow limits. The end walls would
be carried over the water on strong lintels or small arches as suggested by Machell's
sketch. Perhaps undermining caused the gable walls to collapse before the sides.
Machell's sketch clearly shows a large square west window facing the old highway
rather than an east window which would have been dominated by the bank above
the spring. He showed a small window towards the west end of both side walls and a
north door towards the east end. Behind the east end, Machell drew vegetation on a
representation of a steep bank that he made straight rather than curving very
sharply. After the building collapsed, many of the stones might have been taken on
packhorses along the old road to Garth Row or Stocks Mill for re-use in buildings or
field walls. No documents have been found to support this suggestion but, as there
are no signs of an entrance into the Chapel site from the roadway, that boundary
wall should post-date the chapel's demise and probably includes many of its stones.
The mis-alignment of the south wall lengths raises a possibility that, if the north
wall of the channel was straight or a mirror image, the beck could be constricted by
the tapering masonry. It probably flowed over part of the stone `ramp' near the
chapel's mid-length, then widened again thereby lowering its level under the nave. If
several floorboards were removable the constriction could make it easier to dam the
stream and raise the water level' when needed for baptisms by partial immersion. 33
A ramp could ease access for the participants in a position between the quire and
nave to meet the mutual needs of the congregation and priest. This would be
compatible with the importance of baptism in Christian belief and rituals and with a
common location for holy wells deduced by Taylor Page.
Support for this suggestion seems to be available in features of the Gosforth Holy
Well, excavated in 1901. 34 It was enclosed by rectangular walls, a yard less in both
length and width than St. John's chapel. The well was a basin of stonework, four feet
across and 2 1 /2 feet deep which contained a spring of clear water. It was sited about
half way along the building's length, mid-way between the long axis and the north
wall and opposite to a south doorway. W. G. Collingwood observed that that
building's symmetry suggested that it was purposely built to enclose the well and it
was "of a kind not elsewhere known in our district".
He remarked that in Cumberland the only other well "to have been built in and
roofed over in ancient times" was at Castle Sowerby but his information was vague.35
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It is sited in the vicarage garden about 200 yards from the church. J. Taylor Page
judged it "much later" than the church and found it "completely out of use and so
thickly overgrown that it is a struggle to uncover it". 36 He rejected it in favour of a
hollow, near the church gate, into which a drain empties from the direction of the
church. In July 1997 the drain was dry and the hollow's water stagnant. The hollow
is not a spring but a soakaway for storm water which runs off the approach road.
Arrangements not unlike Skelsmergh exist elsewhere. For example, west of Keld
chapel near Shap, in the garden behind Spout House, clear spring water flows from
a pipe. After heavy rain the water overflows and runs down the garden path which
leads to the spout from near the middle of the chapel's west gable. In 1899, Revd J.
Whiteside reported "At the west end [of the chapel] is a well, now covered in, which
may have been dug for the use of the chantry priest". 37 J. Taylor Page did not
include Keld chapel in his study of holy wells but if the water flowed from under the
chapel, it probably emerged at a narrow, blocked doorway in that gable. The
unbonded joins inside are 3ft high and 3ft 10in apart. Outside, the jambs are only
two feet apart and simply chamfered, the left jamb is represented by one stone, and
the right jamb by two stones above floor level. All the work above these stones seems
to have been rebuilt, probably as part of the chapel's conversion to domestic use
before 1792. 38 The jambs are probably of the same age as those of the main north
doorway, the quoins below eight feet high and the four side windows, three of which
have a mason's marks. The building is said to be late fifteenth century. 39 Outside,
the chapel is a yard longer but of the same width as St. John's, Skelsmergh.
At St. Oswald's church, Kirkoswald, a well lies outside the west gable wall. It is
accessible through a hole in a sandstone slab set about a foot above the ground, and
also through a doorway at the bottom of seven stone steps. Damp marks on the wall
suggest that the water sometimes reaches about eighteen inches deep, but in July
1997 it was less than two inches deep. After dowsing the site, Taylor Page 40 noted
that it is:
... fed from the waters of a spring that issues from the nearby mound on which stands the church
bell tower. The church has quite clearly been built over the stream at the east end. The water runs
the length of the church below its foundations to the present well house at the west end.. .
With water running the length of the church, there is an obvious parallel with
Skelsmergh chapel. The church Guide 41 outlines several phases of structural
development starting about 1130 A.D. The clearest signs of that phase are in the
bases of the chancel arch up to chancel floor level. Above this both the arch and
chancel were rebuilt at various times, as were the nave and aisles. The difference in
floor levels between the nave and chancel amounts to four full steps and is
noticeably greater than most churches. This reflects a marked difference in original
ground levels and might suggest that an even earlier structure reached only as far as
the present chancel's west end, above the break of slope. A spring beneath the west
wall could easily have been channelled westwards as the nave evolved across the
lower ground.
At Caldbeck, about sixty yards west of St. Kentigern's church, a well is named
after that saint. It is sited in the south bank of the river just west of a stone
footbridge at NY 325 398. From a dowsing survey, Taylor Page decided that the
water issues from a spring under the church itself. If so, it runs under a wide path
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from which rainwater may also feed the well. The arrangement is sufficiently like the
other examples to suggest that Skelsmergh chapel represents the clearest evidence
for a group of churches and former chapels that were built over water courses which
issue from their west end. At St. Michael's, Arthuret, a well is sited half way down
an escarpment west of the church. 42 Cleared and excavated about 1964, it is
approached down six well-worn stone steps and is built of stone with an arched
canopy over a basin. It was believed to date from 1609 when the church was built,
but the spring must be ancient and is compatible with the evidence already
discussed.
Claimed links between many presumed holy wells and an associated church are
not all so convincing however. At Castle Sowerby the well in the vicarage garden is
one such, while that close to the church gate should be dismissed. Similarly, claims
for a chapel and well just behind Skelsmergh Hall cannot be substantiated by
available evidence. The supposed well-house on the north side of the graveyard at
St. Michael's, Skelton, is no more convincing. A water source was not seen and the
building is used for graveyard maintenance. It might be argued that continuous use
for other than the original purpose might destroy more clues than did the three
centuries of total neglect at St. John's, Skelsmergh, but visits to other sites, such as
St. Kentigern's church, Mungrisdale, also failed to find any trace of a well despite
contrary claims."
It seems likely that strong religious beliefs and enthusiasm for folk traditions may
encourage some to "discover" holy wells even when the evidence is distinctly
tenuous. Thus, despite the stimulating work published by Taylor Page, a full
sceptical study of all supposed holy wells in Cumbria is needed. Any classification
must include the quality of proof, as well as detailed attention to the physical
relationships between the well or spring and its associated church. That is beyond
the scope of this article. A first step could be a full excavation of the Skelsmergh site
by properly skilled and equipped archaeologists. As the land rises on both sides of
the beck, any remains of the south wall's outer face might be exposed by fairly
shallow digging, and its distance from the existing wall should depend on the former
position of the chapel's centre line, as suggested in Figures 1 and 4. Since Machell
stated the chapel's size, finding the south face should fix the north wall position,
while an outer corner should decide the chapel's east-west extent. Alternatively the
wet ground near the suggested north-west corner of the chapel might have hampered
extension further west.
The existing stones suggest rubble walls of a quality perhaps no worse than at the
old church at Farlam, 44 but their thickness is unknown. It is likely that nothing above
the foundations has survived, but excavation should remove some uncertainties
raised in this interpretation. Digging should have a minimal impact on the landscape
and farming of the site as only some scrub and one ash tree would need to be
removed. The incompatibility between Machell's comments and those of later
writers on the presence of a burial ground near the chapel could be tested by a
geophysical survey of Chapel Rood, the most likely site. The tested quality of
Machell's description seems to favour his statement.
Now that the correct chapel site has been found, the SMR must be amended and
steps taken to preserve the site from further decay. Without Machell's detailed
description, the site would have been almost impossible to identify. If his
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information on other parts of Cumbria is as valuable, it is essential that the stalled
project to transcribe, edit and publish all of his notes should be given highest priority
by the Society.
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